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Abstract 
Vision systems coprise 3 layers:  
 

1. The imaging layer (ranging from CCTV cameras to multispectral and near IR and 
thermal IR images) 

2. The communications layer (including both analogue and digital wireless 
communications as well as satellite, ADSL, T1 and fibre links) 

3. The machine vision layer including both image processing, GIS integration and 
data visualization 

 
Systems deployed over the last 10 years in South Africa have been installed in Europe and 
the Americas over the last few years. The progress as well as the challenges these 
systems face, is outlined by highlighting specific case studies in Alberta-Canada, Oregon-
USA, 4th Province-Chile and Mpumalanga-South Africa. More recent developments for the 
wildland urban interface are illustrated, including informal settlements where high density 
shacks prevent fire engine access and aerial response has proved effective. 
 
The goal of this presentation is to show how technologies developed for tracking aurora in 
the Antarctic2, which have now been integrated with embedded systems combining the 
imaging, communications, and machine vision layers, have delivered automatic detection 
and accurate positioning of wildfires for the dispatch centres around the world. 
 
Introduction 
History 
Over the last 4 years (2003-2007) several ForestWatch and FireHawk-ForestWatch 
systems have been deployed in the USA, Canada, Chile, Greece and South Africa. 
These systems have been based on solutions developed for the forest industry in the 
Kwambonambi, Lions River, Warburton and Sabie areas in the Mpumalanga and 
Kwa-Zulu-Natal provinces of South Africa starting in the mid 1990s. Urban 
interface solutions (CityWatch) have also been deployed by the SA government’s 
Working on Fire (WoF) program for rapid aerial response to fires in the informal 
settlements in and around the City of Cape Town. 
 
Geo-referenced imaging systems 
Geo-referenced imaging systems, which alert the operator to smoke by day and fire 
glow by night, are able to perform at higher sensitivity and over longer distances by 
using 3-D information to measure the distance to all potential smoke and fire image 
data. Unlike CCTV based surveillance, every pixel is projected to a ground position 
                                                 
1 EVS Systems PTY Ltd (EnviroVision Solutions is based in South Africa and Australia) 
2 References refer to imaging technologies developed for geo-referencing target signatures. 
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at a known distance from the camera, ensuring that smoke signatures a few km from 
the camera are treated very differently from the equivalent smoke signature at 10 
times the distance. Usually settings that detect far-field smoke signatures are prone 
to false alarms in the near-field, and settings which work well for detecting near-
field smoke are not reliable when detecting smoke in the far-field. Geo-referenced 
imaging systems achieve a measure of range invariance which compensates for 
distance effects. 
 
Central to the provision of this 24/7 service has been the need for the client to know 
the location of the fire (in the Case of CityWatch – down to street address level) 
without having to wait for a bearing from a second camera which is the traditional 
triangulation method used by forestry  the world over. To this end Forest and 
CityWatch have adopted a 3-D video standard in which all imagery is linked to 3-D 
data linking all target signatures to their true ground locations. Smoke alarms are 
positioned by operator’s who click at the base of the smoke to position the source of 
the smoke on a digital map of the area in question. 
 
This paper covers on the development of range invariant detection. This is achieved 
by a more detailed look at both the atmospheric scattering and imaging geometry in 
order to reduce the effects of distance between camera and fire over a wide range of 
conditions. 
 
The Imaging Platform - Providing stable geo-referenced imagery 
Before the geo-referencing or MapLock® technology can be applied, the image 
needs to be stabilised in order to confirm that camera is in fact pointing in the right 
direction. To achieve this on a tower which is always going to move in windy 
conditions the scene is analysed and multiple high contrast stationary targets are 
selected. If consensus is achieved on the displacement of these targets, the software-
based image stabilization moves the image in the opposite direction to compensate 
for tower movement. It is important to achieve pixel-perfect registration before 
proceeding to the next stage of the detection process. Software-based image 
stabilization operates well up to a maximum displacement, after which 
computational overheads increase significantly. This puts a limit to both the amount 
of tower movement and the focal length (zoom factor) of the camera. Unlike 
“optical steady shot” on camcorders which ensure a steadier pan-tilt motion for 
hand-held recordings this “pixel-perfect image registration” algorithm removes are 
movement over a small range in pan and tilt. When providing vision system 
functionality in the outdoor environment under a wide range of weather (and tower 
motion) conditions, it is critical to provide a robust image registration model if 
sophisticated image processing based features are to perform reliably. The RTC 
(registration through consensus) algorithm (PCT patent application 
PCT/IB2005/002819) is used by ForestWatch to provide stable image sequence 
data to both the geo-referencing and smoke detection components of the 
ForestWatch system. 
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The second important element of the imaging platform is its capacity for delivering 
multi-spectral information. Colour imagery and near IR are for example compared 
here to highlight the difference between and the importance of both. 
 

  
Fig 1a: A colour image of a target smoke at a range of 19km compared with Fig 1b showing 
a near-IR (infra-red) image of the same scene (the smoke is no longer visible!) 
 
The two images in figure 1 were recorded a few seconds apart using the same lens 
looking in the same direction. Although the visible image shows less structure in 
the forest canopy the smoke is clearly visible and the skyline is better defined. In 
this example the smoke is 19km form the camera. 
 
Even within the visible band the effect of distance differs markedly on red, green 
and blue channels. In Figure 4a, b & c each row of the image recorded from a 
height of 270 meters is analysed independently. The image intensity histogram for 
each primary colour is displayed with 576 such displays, positioned one above the 
other, illustrating how the dynamic range of the image (in all three colour planes) is 
reduced with increased distance between the camera and progressively more distant 
targets within the scene as the observer scans from the bottom of the image (near-
field) to the top (far-field). 
 
The red envelop (reproduced on each histogram sequence in Figure 2c) is defined 
by the locus of bounding maximum and minimum intensities for the red channel on 
each line of the image. When this data is overlaid on the green and blue histogram 
sequence data it is clear that the effect of distance due to the atmosphere increases 
significantly as the wavelength decreased from red, through green to blue. This is 
consistent with figure 1 where the near-IR actually sees through the smoke. The 
importance here of Rayleigh scattering which scales with the inverse 4th power of 
the wavelength, makes a strong case for geo-referenced imaging technologies. 
ForestWatch uses a pixel-for-pixel measure of the distance between camera and 
target to compensate for the wavelength dependent reduction in intensity variations 
generated by progressively more distant smoke and other target signatures. This 
makes it possible for the sensitivity of the smoke detection algorithm to change as 
the target range increases over the field of the camera from the foreground near the 
bottom on the image, to the far field higher up near the horizon on the same image. 
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What is clearly illustrated by this data is that smoke signatures will generate 
emergent features which change significantly with distance. This includes not just 
the obvious size related features, but also those related to intensity variation, with 
each colour channels depending strongly on wavelength. This phenomenon is so 
marked that for far field work is in large part true to say that the blue channel looks 
mostly at light scattered into the air column along the line of sight – in between the 
camera and what it is looking at, while the near IR channel looks through the smoke 
to the light scattered of the terrain where the line of sight intersects the plantation 
canopy. 
Signal-to-noise ratio optimisation 
Much of the challenge associated with automated smoke detection stems from the 
fact that smoke signatures compete with video noise over short exposure times, 
while over long exposure times other changes in the scene, often associated with 
weather are far larger than the smoke signature in question. Clouds and their 
shadows moving over the landscape, lighting effects and signatures associated with 
movement in the scene (cars, trains, trees blowing in the wind) and image 
compression artefact in the vicinity of high intensity gradients (edges) all have to be 
analysed with a view to distinguishing emergent features unique to smoke 
signatures. 
 
∑|dI|smoke / ∑|dI|all change is a key measure of the relative magnitude of the pixel 
change (dynamics) associated with the target smoke signature set against a 
backdrop of continuous change across the detection RoI (region of interest) within 
the camera’s field of view. 
 
This value can be optimised by providing the right mix of spatial and temporal 
averaging. The space-time averaging regime must itself vary with distance (between 
camera and smoke) and atmospheric/weather conditions.70 
 
Also, of importance, in the quest for sensitive long range smoke detection, is the 
need to treat the event as extremely rare in the sense that on average, less than one 
image in 1000 contains a new wildland fire, and when the small start-up smoke is 
detected there are often well over 1000 non-smoke pixels for every “smoke” pixel. 
This means that the target phenomenon is outnumbered by at least a million-to-one 
at the pixel level of analysis. So if the false alarm rate was one-in-a-million (at the 
pixel level of description) the net result would be that, for every new smoke 
detected there would be a false alarm. For this reason a pyramid scheme is adopted 
whereby the progressively shorter list of highly likely candidates generated by the 
detection algorithm, are subject to progressively more sophisticated tests which not 
only select for smoke, by which also filter out specific kinds of false alarms. Figure 
3, for example highlights how colour content can be used to filter out dust clouds 
thrown up by vehicles driving along dust roads. Here, although the dynamics of the 
image sequence are very similar to smoke – illustrated by the detection here with 
the colour filter set to off, can easily be filtered out by using colour (spectral) 
information if high quality colour cameras are used for automatic smoke detection. 
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Figure 2 – Two dusts plumes are detected when the ForestWatch colour filter is switched 
off. Many signatures can be better distinguished if colour and near-IR information is 
available for analysis. If only B&W imagery is available these dust signatures would be 
more difficult to distinguish from genuine smoke.  
 
Since optimising the temporal and spatial averaging is dependent on distance, the 
image tile size varies as a function of distance. This process also dramatically 
reduces the computational overhead required to process the entire image sequence 
across the region of interest within the camera’s field of view. The variable tile size 
illustrated in Figure 3 highlights the importance of geo-referenced surveillance for 
accurate GIS integration, reduced computational overheads and increased detection 
performance across the entire field-of-view from the foreground through to the 
horizon in the far field. 
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Figure 3 – The image processing tiles highlight the different near, mid and far field portions 
of the camera’s field-of-view within the detection RoI. White is the nearest to the camera 
(largest tiles) followed by, purple, light blue, dark blue, black and extreme far field (a 
mixture of yellow, orange and green). 
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Figure 4a illustrates the concept of an intensity histogram for a specific row or pixels in the 
image (green, blue and grey) with the number of pixels (sorted from dark to bright) 
indicated by the yellow graph. When doing this for all 576 rows making up the image, there 
is only room to indicate each histogram by the brightness of the plot on the LHS of each 
image line. 
 
Figure 4a shows how the image typically gets brighter as you move up from the 
near-field at the bottom of the field of view to the far-field just below the horizon. 
Just as important to note is the fact that the variation in brightness is also reduced 
with distance. This means that not only should a range invariant smoke detection 
algorithm compensate for apparent size with increased distance, but also with the 
reduced measured intensity variations associated with smoke measured from 
progressively larger distances. 
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Figure 4b shows how the standard image contrast stretch and histogram equalization 
techniques are unable to remove these distance affects.  
 
Effective long range ground based smoke detection has the important requirement 
to scale the image tiles (the basic image processing elements which provide the 
input pixel intensities use by the image processing algorithm) inversely with 
distance, and to enhance the intensity variations (dynamic range) with distance to 
compensate for atmospheric attenuation. For this reason it becomes more important 
to resolve progressively smaller intensity variations when the potential smoke 
signature includes more and more light scattered into the pixel’s line-of-sight view 
of the scene. Since this phenomenon is dominated by Rayleigh scattering, there is a 
strong dependence on wavelength as has been illustrated in Figure 4c. Small far-
field smoke signatures, especially where the source is below the line-of-site 
coverage of a given camera can benefit from operator visualization methods 
designed to highlight change which is too slow or subtle for the human eye (see SA 
patent [94/10303] for Flicker Optics, a machine vision based movement detection 
system). 
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Figure 4c shows the dependence on wavelength of the reduction of intensity variation with 
distance between camera and the scene under surveillance. The bounding envelope for the 
red channel is overlaid on all channels to show how much less contrast is visible in the 
green and blue channel in particular. 
 
Extreme Projection Methods 
In the National Geographic aerial camel photo in figure 5 the shadows cast by each 
camel, dwarf the camels themselves when the sun is close to the horizon. In much 
the same way, the cross-hairs of the operator’s cursor project into an elongated kite 
shape when the camera views the landscape from an oblique angle.  This means that 
most detection events and operator mouse clicks can be highlighted by ground 
positions and well resolved distance measurements. If however, the view angle 
approaches the tangent ray the projected cursor spans such a large radial distance 
that it becomes advisable that the target smoke be viewed from a 2nd tower (camera) 
in order to position the smoke using traditional triangulation. This is certainly not 
often the case which means that most detection events are positioned after a single 
detection without having to wait for triangulation after recording a 2nd bearing from 
a 2nd  which saves time when an early response is required. Not only is positioning 
the source of the smoke or fire an advantage of geo-referenced video, but the smoke 
detection algorithm can use the distance to potential target smokes to provide more 
sensitive detection and is better able to filter out false alarms. Early non-
conventional image recordings made it possible to transform the image by using an 
imaging geometry where the focal length of the primary image of lens varied across 
the field of view, ensuring that within a single field-of-view the far-field portion of 
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the image is recorded at high magnification (focal length) and the near field is 
recorded at low magnification (focal length)- See SA patent [91/9316] for WAND 
(Wide Angle No Distortion), a low light level auroral imaging system. 
 

Figure 5 (courtesy National Geographic) illustrating oblique projection in which shadows 
project across the landscape when the sun is low in the same way that image pixels project 
across the DTM (digital terrain model) when the camera views the landscape obliquely. 
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Figure 6a, highlights the location of any smoke detection event (yellow triangle) as well any 
mouse-click entered by the operator (+ sign) by projecting the associated line-of-sight 
vector onto a 3-D representation of the landscape covered by the camera’s field-of-view – 
see figure 6b. 
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Figure 6b highlighting the location of both smoke detection events and independent mouse-
click events when an operator sees something of interest and needs to know where what 
the operator is looking at is in the real world. With large numbers of cameras, each 
covering ranges extending to tens of km in every direction, this comprehensive geo-
referencing improves the operator’s sense of situational awareness substantially. 
 
Sampling in the Space-time Domain 
When tracking the evolution of a complex target signature over several hours it is 
extremely useful to generate a single space-time scan which spans several hours of 
the behaviour of a smoke or fire line in a single image where time is explicitly 
presented. Techniques developed for low-light level auroral recordings Hough et al 
1991 and 1992 and Nishitani et al 1994, have been developed further for more 
general application. Related visual data mining methods can save the time required 
with conventional recordings in which operators have to “rewind” and playback 
image data, which even in accelerated “time-pals” mode is both labour intensive 
and time consuming. Bearing in mind that the target signature (smoke in this case) 
can appear (and disappear) anywhere with in the detection RoI, an algorithm which 
projects target signatures onto a condensed representation of the image can achieve 
highly informative, yet terse, representations of the fire in question. 
 
The method developed here (patent application 23345) has been deployed in both 
HarbourWatch and ForestWatch for tracking the evolution of specific target 
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signatures over several hours. Operators and the end of their shift can scan the 
behaviour of active fires, and check that fire breaks and back-burns have in fact 
been safely extinguished. When an operator selects a specific space-time transit 
signature, the “offending frame” is automatically displayed with a red cursor on the 
portion of t image generating the signature in question. In this way one can scan 
through several hours of video by glancing at a single scan which displays (in terse 
form) the salient features on all smoke signatures during the interval in question of 
the entire field of view of the camera. 
 

 
Figure 7 highlighting the evolution of a target smoke over a 4-hour interval. When the 
ForestWatch operator clicks on the smoke signature to th right of below the region of 
interest, the “offending frame” is displayed with a red cursor on that part of the frame which 
generated the signature. 
 
In the spatial domain multiple mouse-clicks along a fire line (this is particularly 
useful at night) can, for geo-referenced video, be projected onto the location of that 
fireline on a map, or better still, a 3-D model of that portion of the landscape in 
order to make sure resource dispatch decisions are acutely aware of the wind and 
the gradient which can generate rapid fire-line rates of spread, and with certain fuel 
loads, extremely high rates of energy release. This is illustrated for a dangerous 
night fire in Figure 8a. 
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Figure 8a in which a night fire (fire brake preparation) escaped and ran up a steep incline. 
A time series of these measurements is used to estimate RoS (Rate of Spread) in order to 
minimise risk to ground-crew dispatched to the fire. Multiple operator mouse-clicks along 
the base of the fire line project to the red line overlay on the DTM (Digital Terrain Model) 
displayed in the inset. 
 
Conclusion 
Large wide area surveillance systems have been deployed in locations where 
camera automatically inspects the scene, alarming on smoke up to a distance of 
typically 12km from the high site where the tower is mounted. Three areas of vision 
systems engineering have focussed on increasing the situational awareness and 
operational effectiveness of operators in control centre and dispatch environments: 
Geo-referenced wide area surveillance 
Knowing where target signatures are on the ground without delay (<40mS from 
mouse click) ensures that both dispatch resources, often highly dependent on land 
ownership, can make informed ownership dependent dispatching (and ultimately 
billing) decisions in near real time. 
Machine vision methods for image enhancement and me asuring target 
signature size and fire line propagation estimation  
Knowing how big the target smoke/fire is and how quickly it propagates (rate-of-
spread), can, when used by dispatch operators with sufficient experience, ensure an 
immediate and significant saving in dispatch overheads by responsible down-
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grading the dispatch when this is justified by quantitative visual evidence (see 
Figure 8a for measuring fire propagation and figure 8b for measuring fire size). 
 

 
Figure 8b showing the smoke sizing tool which projects a 3-D perspective of a grid with 
origin at the base of the smoke, aligned in a vertical plane facing “down-wind”. Wind 
direction is provided by Davis weather stations mounted on the camera tower and/or the 
local air field. 
 
Self-tuning fire detection algorithms which are bot h GIS enabled and 
range aware 
Recent results (EVS White Paper 132) where image sequence data automatically 
generate the smoke detection algorithms operating parameters have shown that the 
2 or 3 parameters which operators have to date adjusted with changes in the 
weather, can be self-tunes, which reduces the knowledge based and level of 
attention required by operators to date. Moreover, spectral information in both the 
visible and near-IR bands are useful at improving the operators visual experience, 
as well as rejecting potential false alarm events. Operational false alarm rates of 17 
events per hour per camera have been set as a useful limit above which the 
operators work flow is compromised. There is a continuous playoff between 
increased sensitivity and the need to reduce false alarm rates in busy control 
centres. Operational work flow in control centres which digitise video data within a 
few meters of the camera (Lions River, SA and Highveld SA) have achieved this on 
an ongoing basis over a wide range of weather conditions. 
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Hardware, software and workflow monitoring solution s 
ForestWatch Monitor is a system wide performance monitoring application, 
continuously measuring: 

• Camera performance (camera lap times, preset view dwell times, tower 
motion and much more) as well as logging remote high site internal 
temperature, battery voltage and related system status information. 

• Bandwidth related latencies impacting on image communication and the 
virtual “lap time” of the detection algorithm as it cycles through the latest 
visual information from all camera preset views from all towers. 

• The response times to smoke alarms, the delays associated with manual 
inspection when an operator takes control of the camera and pan-tilt-zooms 
into potential or actual fire events. 

• The response time to image inspection events – and the impact this has on 
the overall lap time of the operators inspection sequence 
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